You can access tips in-game by typing “HELP”!
Full walkthrough on the next page!

TIPS

When in doubt, try jamming with someone.
There are very few problems that can’t be solved by jamming!
If you’re feeling lost, check out the map that comes with the game.
You can always stop jamming with ‘Stop.’
There are no jam combinations with three genres.
You can always view your Inventory by typing ‘Inventory’.
After recruiting Tamm, you can always examine the Codex Sadiatica by typing ‘examine Codex’.
Feel free to jam out somewhere and learn what combinations you can make.
Trial and error is often the easiest way.
Mae can’t play certain genres of metal without her drum kit!

DISCREET HINTS

If you have trouble getting to the sidebar:
Notice how the other fans are ‘getting around’ the crowded stage area.

If you’re having trouble with where to start:
Find Tamm in the sidebar to get the story moving.

If you’re having trouble with the barkeep:
Try making a mess in the bar.

If you’re having trouble with the bouncer:
Try making causing a commotion in the BLOOD FURNACE.
FULL WALKTHROUGH
(I'm Tired of Jamming!)

<Begin Game>
N
Remove shirt
W
Talk to Tamm
Grab character sheet
(Any action / Wait)
(Any action / Wait)
Scream
<Tamm Joins the Band>
E
Examine closet
Knock on closet
Jam with Tamm
Click through conversation
<Max & Clover Join the Band>
S
Jam with Clover and Max
<Emmy Joins the Band>
N
E
Talk to Mae
Click through conversation.
Jam with Emmy
Jam with Clover and Max (Stoner Metal combo)
<Emmy Joins the Band>

(After being taken to the Green Room)

N
W
Jam with Mae
Jam with Tamm (Sludge metal combo)
E
Jam with Tamm
Jam with Clover and Max (Death Metal combo)
W (stop jamming automatically)
Jam with Emmy

<The Blood Furnace is now soaked in alcohol!>

E
Examine posters
Take Acid Lobotomy Poster
Jam with Mae
Burn poster
Burn the Infurnal Stage
(After being transported to The Burning Stage)
Jam with Emmy and Tamm (Folk Metal combo)
Take the tarp
In any order:
  • Jam with Clover and Mae (Speed Metal combo)
  • Jam with Emmy and Mae (Prog Metal combo)

Click Through the ending
Scream (but in real life!)

<The end!>